CORNER RECORD (RESEARCH)  Tract or Survey No. E-13

R.D. Hege  County TILLA
N.P. SIERSLAKE  State  M.N.

CORNER LOCATION

DESCRIPTION OF CORNER MONUMENT FOUND (Ref. Fig 71514)
30° 51' W. 40' 37 17.3
40' 10" N. 5.55' W. 22° 31.8

DESCRIPTION OF RELEVANT CORNER MONUMENTS FOUNDED OR OTHER OFFICIAL ACCESSORIES FOUND

FIND A STEEL DRIVE SHUNT HING IN GROUND ALONG FROM OLD ORIINAL POST

FIND 40' FIR S 450', 5.75' W, 1916 FT, WITH MARKS RASSED OFF.

THE NE BT IS MISSING.

DESCRIPTION OF CORNER LOCATION RELATIVE TO NEAR-BY FEATURES, ALSO HOW TO REACH CORNER


ACCESSORIES: DESCRIBE NEW BT WITNESS OBJECTS ETC. ESTABLISHED OR WORK DONE TO PRESERVE EXISTING EVIDENCE

M. WHITMORE, S.S.E., 1984 RE-WITNESSED STEEL

1/2 FIR, N 42° E, 4.1 FT, WITH HEALED WITNESS FACE.

1/2 FIR, S 38° 30' W, 3.4 FT, WITH HEALED WITNESS FACE.

1/2 SPRUCE, S 42° W, 16.5 FT, WITH HEALED WITNESS FACE.


CLARENCE DUNN, LOCAL LANDOWNER, NEW 83 YEARS OLD AND LIVING ON THIS LAND ALL HIS LIFE STATES THIS BT RATED PLAIS THE ORIG. HE SAW SCRIBE MARKS ON IT DURING HIS BAYLOT. IN FACT HIS FATHER WAS EMPLOYED BY THE U.S. SURVEYOR 1881 TO HELP MONUMENT THIS CORNER AS WELL AS OTHERS IN THE TOWNSHIP.
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